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SYNOPSIS. Flamingos (Aves; Phoenicopteridae) represent an ancient lin-
eage of long-legged, microphagous, colonial wading birds. Although often
perceived as tropical, flamingo distribution is more closely tied to the
great deserts of the world, and to hypersaline sites, than it is to equatorial
regions. Many aspects of flamingo behavior and ecology can be studied
in captivity. Experimental studies involving captive birds, when com-
bined with observational studies of free-ranging birds, offer researchers
opportunities to address questions that are unanswerable with field work
alone. Zoo populations of flamingos are prime candidates for such studies.

Here, we use samples of our own work to illustrate the synergistic effects
of combining zoo and field research. Our first example describes how
studies of salt tolerance in captive birds are playing a key role in assessing
the impact of salt as an ecological determinant of flamingo distribution.
Our second example describes how aggression and dominance interactions
affect the feeding behavior of flamingos. We assess the implications of
this research in terms of both avicultural practices and the fundamental
ecology of the birds. We believe that similar collaborations involving
other zoo animals would yield comparatively productive results.

INTRODuCTIoN of flamingos, the Andean (PhoenicoptenlS
Flamingos (Aves, Phoenicopteridae) are andinus) an~ Puna (P. ja':rlesi), ax:e listed by

large, long-legged, filter-feeding wading birds the. InternatIonal Counc~l for BIrd Preser-
with historic distributions on all continents vatI.on as threatened specIes; an~ many pop-
except Australia and Antarctica (Allen, ~atIons of all fi,:"e extant speCIes are c~n-

.1956). Although frequently noted for their sidered to be at nsk (cf. Kear and DuplaI~-
enormous feeding and breeding assem- ~al1, 1975;.C<?llar and Andrew, 1988; OgII-
blages. two of four South American species VIe and OgilVIe, 1.98~). ..

Although descnptIons of flammgo bIOl-
ogy date from Buffon (1781), numerous key
features offlamingo aviculture, ecology, and

I From the Symposium on Basic Behavior Research conservation biology remain unstudied (cf.
in Zoos: .4 Link with the Wild presented at the Annual Allen, 1956; Jenkin, 1957; Kear and
Meeting of the American Society of Zoologists. 27-30 Duplaix-Hall, 1975; Rooth, 1965). Given !
December 1991. at Atlanta. GeorgIa. h' a r f f

h .-i 1 Send reprint requests to Bildstein. Hawk Mountain t e ~recanous n tu ~ 0 many 0 t elr pop
Sanctuary, RR .:. Box 191. Kempton. Pennsylvania ulatlon~. much remaInS to be learned about
19529-9449. these bIrds.
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118 K. L. BIl.DSTEIN ET AL

CAPTIVE Zoo FLAMINGOs AS MODELS OF vational studies of free-ranging individuals
THEIR WILD COUNTERPARTS (Bildstein, 1990).

Flamingos rank as one of the \vorld's most H.ere, we ind~cate how existing zoo pop-
charismatic megavenebrates. Indeed, more ulatIo?s offla~mgos can be used to address
than half of all zoos maintain at least one questIons of Importance to both the fun-
species of flamingo in their display collec- damental ~cology and conservation biology
tions (Duplaix-Hall and Kear, 1975). To of these bIrds.
date, the potential value of this vast pop-
ulation of captive individuals has been FLAMINGOs AND SALT
overlooked by ecologists and conservation Thanks to Madison Avenue, most people
biologists (Bildstein, 1990). think of flamingos as "tropical" birds. In

Historically, most research conducted at reality, they are not. On a worldwide basis,
zoos has been aimed at improving the health, the abundance and distribution of flamin-
welfare, and nutrition of wild-caught ani- gos is much more closely tied to the great
mals maintained in captivity (Hediger, des ens and hypersaline regions of the world,
1950). More recently, zoos have begun to than it is to the equatorial zone (Allen, 1956;
focus their research effons on attempts to Jenkin, 1957; Britton and Johnson, 1987).
increase the reproductive output of animals In the Western Hemisphere, flamingos range
within their collections, and many zoos are as far south as Tierra del Fuego in Chile.

-now at the forefront of conservation efforts while in central Asia they occur as far nonh
(Conway, 1989). Even so, aside from ques- as the A.raI Sea along the borders ofKazakh-
tions of nutrition, zoos have paid compar- stan and Uzbekistan. Flamingos frequently
atively little heed to the feeding and social spend a considerable amount of time filter
ecology of the birds they hold. feeding in highly saline waters (cf. Brown,

There are several reasons for the lack of 1959; Peaker and Limell, 1975). In the
emphasis in this area (Bildstein, 1990). FIrSt Caribbean Basin, for example, the Ameri-
is the question of adequate sample size can Flamingo (P. ruber ruber) regularly feeds
(Conway, 1969). Although many zoos in commercial salt-extraction ponds (Rooth,
maintain large numbers of animals, the 1965); and in the Peruvian Andes, the closely
numbers of individuals representing each related Chilean Flamingo (P. chilensis) is
species can be quite small. Nevenheless, known to feed in lakes where salinities
either to enhance the appearance of their exceed 7x that of ocean-strength saltwater
displays, or to increase the potential for (Hurlbert et al., 1986). Because many
breeding activity, many zoos maintain large potential vertebrate and invenebrate com-
numbers of individuals of social or com- petitors are unable to withstand the rigors
munal species (cf. Stevens, 1991). Ramin- of such osmotically severe environments (cf.
gos, for example, are usually kept in flocks Jenkin, 1957; Hurlben et al., 1986; Britton
of 10 or more, and many zoos maintain 50 and Johnson, 1987), occurring in these
or more individuals (Stevens, 1990). locales apparently benefits flamingos by

A second concern is the extent to which reducing interspecies competition for food.
captivity affects the behavior of the animals How the birds manage to tolerate such
being studied. Although it is true that large- extreme conditions remains enigmatic. Two
scale aspects of behavior cannot be studied possible solutions have been suggested.
in zoos because of obvious space con- Flamingos possess sophisticated filter-

" c... straints, many small-scale aspects offeeding feeding mechanisms-somewhat analogous
!~~~.;~~ ~nd so~ial behavior,. such as aggressi.ve t~ th.ose of?aleen whale~ (Mammalia, Mys-

mteractlons, and "habItat"- and prey-choIce tIcetI)-whIch, anatomIcally, appear well
decisions, can be studied in many species, suited to the task of restricting the intake of
including flamingos. In fact, researchers can saline waters during the feeding process
actually take advantage of the "controlled" (Jenkin, 1957) (Fig. 1). Aamingos also pos-
nature of captivity by integrating experi- sess salt glands (McFarland, 1959), paired
mental studies of captive bir~s with obser- supraorbital structures found in many
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FIG. I. Head of the Greater Aamingo shown with the bill closed and tongue extended during the filtering stage
of filter feeding (left). and with the bill open and tongue retracted during the intake stage (right). Note the large
recurved spines on the flattened upper surface'ofthe tongue used to retain food (middle), as well as the lamellae
along the anicuiating edge of the uncut upper mandible (complementary structures are also present on the lower
mandible. which has been cut away in this illustration to expose the mouth cavity). Water is forced from the
mouth cavity during the filtering stage by the piston-like action of the large, fatty tongue. (After Jenkin, 1957.)

marine species of birds, that are capable of tants of southern Cuba were maintaining
secreting hyperosmotic solutions of sodium captive flocks of American F1amingos solely
chloride (peaker and Unzell, 1975). The on ocean-strength saline drinking water
efficacy of these organs in hypersaline envi- almost five hundred years ago (Las Casas,
ronments, where salinities sometimes exceed 1951 edition of a 1556 manuscript).
seven times that of nOrnlal seawater, remains ...
unstudied. It also remains to be seen whether Studymg the salmzty tolerances of
salt glands are capable of secreting the bicar- captive American Flamingos
bonate ions that are present in the many In 1 g8 9 at the St. Louis Zoo we began to
soda lakes flamingos inhabit (Peaker and study the feeding behavior of captive Amer-
Linzell, 1975). ican F1amingos that were simultaneously

What is known about flamingos is that offered food suspended in fresh- and salt-
some individuals filter upwards of 20,000 1 water. .

.of water per day (Vareschi and Jacobs, 1984). American Flamingos at the St. Louis Zoo
How the birds manage to do so in saline are maintained on a mixed diet of com-
waters while maintaining their osmotic mercially prepared flamingo chows (F1a-
integrity remains unknown. MingO Fare and Mazuri@ Flamingo Com-

Although observations of free-ranging plete) and fresh-frozen krill (Crustacea.
flamingos suggest that individuals often Euphausiacea) suspended in tapwater in 32
intem.lpt their filter feeding to travel long x 51 x 15-<:m stainless-steel pans. During
distances to drink and bathe at relatively our experiments, flamingos were offered a
freshwater sites (Allen, 1956; Jenkin, 1957; simultaneous choice of this diet suspended
Brown, 1958, 1959; McFarlane, 1975), in either freshwater or in saline solutions of
many flamingos inhabit areas that lack known concentrations prepared using
freshwater (Berry, 1975), and many are Instant OceanS aquarium salt. In the first
known to drink ocean-strength seawater of1hree experiments, flamingos were offered
(Rooth. 1965). Indeed, the native inhabi- a choice of food soaked in either freshwaterI
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TABLE I. Rates at which .4merican Flamingos switched from feeding in one tray to feeding in another durIng
three e.tperiments at the St. Louis Zoo.

-
P=ent In) SWttChlng (rom

~--"upcnmcnt F=hwater tray Saltwater t~v p-~ , .

Freshwater versus:
I x ocean-strength saltwater 13% (75) 7% (69) >0.10
2x oce:ln-strength saltwater 14%(29) 21%(39) >0.10
3 x ocean-strength saltwater 16% (69) 19% (59) >0.10
*~...,. .Probability of significantly different switching rates using a x; test for heterogeneity.

or ocean-strength saltwater (i.e.. 32-36 ppt At the onset of each experimental run.
saltwater). In the second and third experi- flamingos were first allowed two days to
ments, birds were offered a choice between accustom themselves to the choice of feed-
food soaked in freshwater and that soaked ing in fresh- and saltwater trays, after which
~n either 2 x -(Experiment 2) or 3 x -(Ex per- data were collected during 2- to 7 -day peri-
Iment 3) ocean-strength saltwater (i.e.. 64- ods of observations. Individual focal birds
72 ppt and 96-108 ppt saltwater, respec- (sensu Altman, 1974) were observed for one-
tively). min periods, and no one bird was observed

Pairs of trays (one fresh- and the other more than 3 times within a single day. For
saltwater) were placed within a shallow 4.2 each observation, we initially haphazardly
x 6.8-m concrete basin filled with approx- selected and identified a focal bird (allot"
imately 24 cm of freshwater at its deeper the birds were wearing numbered leg bands)
end. The location of fresh- and saltwater from within the flock, and then waited until
trays was assigned haphazardly at the begin- that bird began to feed from one of the avail-
ning of each day of observation. Because able trays. In many instances, l~ addi-
there were 6 flamingos in our captive flock tional birds were simultaneously feeding
during experiments I and 2, but 29 birds from the same tray. Once the focal bird had
during experiment 3, and because flock size begun to feed, we recorded the tray from
appears to affect certain aspects of flamingo which the bird was feeding (either fresh- or
feeding behavior (see below), we limited our saltwater), as well as (1) whenever it sub-
comparisons of potential "salt-effect" to dif- merged its bill and was filter feeding in the
ferences within each experiment. Differ- tray, (2) whenever it withdrew its bill from
ences in feeding behavior among the three the tray, (3) whenever it rinsed its bill in the
experiments are discussed later in the paper. freshwater basin surrounding the tray, and

:' ;,"~ Ourexp,erimentsweredesig;nedtoans,,:-,er (4) whenever it. withdrew it~ bill. from the
!c~" two questIons. FIrSt, when gIven a choIce, basm. ObservatIons were recIted Into a cas-

would American Flamingos avoid filter sette tape player, and were transcribed at
feeding on food suspended in saline and the end of each day.
hypersaline solutions similar to those reg- -
ularly confronted by free-ranging birds; and Expenmental results
second, would the filter-feeding behavior of In all three experiments, flamingos failed
the birds change in response to the salinity to show a significant preference for either
of the water in which their food was sus- fresh- or saltwater trays (x: tests for good-

'C ,~~);;:'i pended. Before initiating our observations, ness of fit, P > 0.10). During most obser-
;" ~;':~~ one of us (KLB) spent several weeks in Ven- vations, flamingos remained at, and contin-
O!, -: :};~~ ezuela, observing and recording the behav- ued to feed from, the tray that they had

ior of American Flamingos filter feeding in staned at, and there was no indication that
a shallow, brackish-water salina near the birds were more likely to switch from either
coastal town of Orichiriviche (Bildstein et fresh- or saltwater trays (Table 1). Thus, it
al.. 1991a). We used these observations to appeared that flamingos were neither

,;~::i!it.'. !;r,;, determine which aspects of the feeding attracted to, nor repelled by, food sus-
lrc:;':\i~~ behavior of our captive flock to monitor and pended in 1-3 x ocean-strength saltwater.
:_,:",,",g;C[j compare. Although fewer than 5% of the birds lifted

"
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their heads and actuallv drank freshwater TABLE 2. Feeding and bill-rinsing behavIor of captive
during our observations', flamingos fed less Amencan Flamingos at the St. Louis Zoo feedingfrom
frequently, and for shorter durations, and freshwater and saltwazer tra.vs.

they rinsed their bills more often, when filter F~shwater Saltwaler
..Expenment trnv trnv

feedIng m saltwater trays than when filter and behavIor (Me:!n ;" SE) (Me:!n ;" SE1

feeding in freshwater trays (Table 2). Freshwater versus I x ocean-strength saltwater
Although not all of the changes in behavior Feeding boutslmin 4.1 .= 0.3 3.3 .= 0.3-
were significantly different in all three Swfeeding bout 8.3 .= OJ 5.7 :t 0.4-
experiments, with the single exception of Se1: .feedin.g/min. 38 :t 3.4 17_::: 1.8-
feeding-bout duration in Experiment 2, all %. bIr.ds b1l1-~nsmg 34 -55fl d d d d ~

din d Btl1nnses/mm 0.6_0.1 1.1..1.7re ecte a move towar re uce lee g an
increased rinsing behavior as a result of con- Freshwater versus 2 x ocean-strength saltwater
tact with saltwater (Table 2). Feeding .bouts/min 4.5 :: 0.5 2.8 : 0.3-

0 . d h fi Sec/feeding bout 5.4 -1.0 8.0 ..1.4
ur expenments emonstrate t at a- Se1: feeding/min 27 ::: 4.8 19 ::: 3.7

mingos are able to detect and respond % birds bill-rinsing 32 68-
behaviorally to the presence of saltwater Bill rinses/min 0.4 :t 0.2 0.9 :t 0.2-
while filter feeding in it. We plan to continue Freshwater versus 3 x ocean-strength saltwater
the experimental sequence using higher Feeding bouts/min 7.7 :t 0.4 7.6 ::: 0.6
salinity water to assess the ability of the Sec/feeding bout 5.1 :t 0.5 3.0 ::: 0.2-
birds to discriminate among different levels Sec feeding/min 32 ::: 1.6 22 ::: 1.8-f . Th ~ th fl .% birds bill-rinsing 88 100-0 c?ncentratIon.. e !act at ammgos Bill rinses/min 4.3 :t 0.5 6.7 :t 0.5-

continue to feed In saltwater when fresh-
water is available nearbv suggests that they -Significantly different at P < 0.05, using. one-way

b .'. . fi 1 analYSIS ofvanance (for mean values) and x- tests for
may e able to av.old, or at l~as~ Slgnl ~an: y heterogeneity (for percentages).
reduce, salt-loadIng by penodically nnsmg
their bills in freshwater. Whether they would
be able to do without the availability of local impact on those birds, is typically men-
freshwater will be tested in a subsequent tioned only in passing in the literature (cf
series of experiments in which the "rinsing" Middlemiss, 1953; Hurlbert and Keith,
basin surrounding the feeding trays will be 1979; Kear and Palmes, 1980; Espino-Bar-
filled with saltwater. ros and Baldassarre, 1989).

Historically, most zoo flamingos were
AGGRESSION AND DOMINANCE IN caught in the wild, and even today, except

FLAMINGOs for American Flamingos, most individuals
It is widely recognized that flamingos maintained in U.S. zoos represent wild-

maintain a well-developed suite of aggres- caught birds (Silveri, 1990). Increasing dif-
sive displays, and that during both court- ficulties associated with obtaining wild-
ship and mating, neighboring flamingos caught birds, many of which are protected
squabble almost continually, occasionally in their countries of origin, together with
to the point of drawing blood (Brown, 1958; the fact that few captive populations are self
Gallet, 1950). It has also been reported that sustaining, have emphasized the need to
Greater Flamingos (P. ruber roseus) main- improve captive-breeding techniques.
tain individual distances while foraging Although much remains to be learned in
(Swift, 1960). More recently, our observa- this regard, a recent survey of U.S. zoos
tions of American Flamingos foraging in suggests that captive flamingos are more
mixed-age flocks in Venezuela demon- likely to breed when maintained in large
strated that the feeding behavior offlamin- (i.e.. ~20 bird) rather than smaller flocks
gos can be affected by frequent aggressive (i.e., <20 bird) (Stevens, 1990, 1991). In
interactions, and that smaller and less expe- light of this finding, several zoos are now
rienced juvenile flamingos suffer dispro- attempting to increase the size of their flocks,
portionately in this regard (Bildstein et ai., even to the point of combining flocks of
1991 a). Nevertheless, the extent to which several species. The impact of such schemes
aggression occurs in both free-ranging and on the levels of aggressive behavior within
captive individuals, as well as its potential these flocks is unclear.
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TABLE 3. Numbers of captive American and Chilean TABLE 4. Feeding and bill-rinsing behavior of a mi.\"ed-
flamingos at the Riverbanki' Zoo feeding together with species flock of captive .4merican and Chilean flamingos
the focal bird. at the Riverbanks Zoo.

Numbcn of Amencan Chile3n

Aamlngos flamIngosAmencan Chilean BdlaV1or (Mean = Sf) (Mean = SEJ
flamIngos AamlngosFocal speCIes (Mean = SEJ (Mean = SEJ Feeding bouts/min 6.9 :!: 0.3 7.4 :=. 0.:'

American flamingos 0.35:=. 0.04 0.09:t 0.02- Sec/feeding bout 3.8 :=. 0.1 2.7 :t 0.1-
O1i1ean flamingos 0.20 :=. 0.05 0.S6:=. 0.04- Sec feeding/miD 24 :=. 0.9 19 :=. 0.5-Bill '. 26 0 ~ 4 7 ...0 ')-- S...nnses/mtn .=.. Ignificantly different at P < 0.05. USIng XZ testS Sec/bill rinse 1.3 :!: 0.1 1.6 :t 0.1

for heterogeneIty. Sec bill rinsing/mm 3.6 = 0.3 6.8 :=. 0.3-

-Significantly different at P < 0.05 using one-way
~; In the section that follows, we briefly out- analysis of variance.
1;"[,;; line several studies designed to assess the

extent to which aggression and dominance bouts, and spent more time feeding, overall.
shape the behavior of captive flamingos. We than did Chilean Flamingos (Table 4). On
also discuss how such studies might playa the other hand, Chilean Flamingos spent
role in developing a clearer understanding more time with their bills submerged in the
of flamingo competition in the wild. water surrounding the feeding trays than did

...American Flamingos, and it was our
StudYln,? the potentl!!i lmpa.ct of impression that Chileans used the water
aggr.eSSlon a,nd domInance In surrounding the feeding trays to further pro-
captive flamIngos cess food obtained within the trays (Table

In early 1990, we began studying the 4).

potential impact of aggression and domi- Overall, Chilean Flamingos appeared to
nance on the feeding behavior of35 Chilean defer to American Flamingos more so than
and 18 American flamingos maintained in vice versa. However, many interspecies
a mixed-species flock at the Riverbanks Zoo, interactions were subtle and difficult to
in Columbia, South Carolina. Male and detect, and we did not attempt to quantify
female American Ramingos are substan- them during our observations. Neverthe-
tially heavier, and are approximately 30% less, that the species differences we observed
taller than their Chilean counterparts (Blake, resulted, at least in part, from interspecies
1977; Richter et ai.. 1991). Given our expe- .dominance behavior is supported by the fact

, "c", ..., riences with free-ranging American Flamin- that the presence of increasing numbers of
\;,;";:';~ gos, we were especially interested in deter- American Flamingos (i.e.. l~ additional

.oi" mining whether or not the presence of birds) at the feeding trays negatively affected
American Flamingos affected the feeding the feeding behavior of Chilean Ramingos.
behavior of the smaller Chilean Flamingos. while the reverse did not occur (Table 5).

Our studies of feeding behavior at the The results of this ongoing study suggest
Riverbanks Zoo employed the same sam- that the presence of larger American Fla-
pIing scheme used in the St. Louis Zoo, mingos noticeably affects the feeding behav-
except that at Riverbanks, we also noted the ior of the smaller Chilean Flamingos. The
number of additional birds present at the impact of such species interactions on indi-
time of each observation. Our results sug- vidual birds is unclear. Since the flock is fed
gest that the presence of American Flamin- ad libitum. it seems unlikely that the nutri-
gos affected the feeding behavior of Chilean tional status of individual Chilean Flamin-" .",. """ Flamingos. Although Chilean and Ameri- gos is in jeopardy. On the other hand. a

can flamingos sometimes fed together at the second study of aggressive behavior, cur-
tWo sets of feeding trays available to them, rently underway at the St. Louis Zoo (Bild-
the two species tended to feed in segregated stein et ai.. unpublished data), suggests that
flocks (Table 3). In addition. American Fla- subordinate birds can be stressed under cer-
mingos had significantly longer feeding tain circumstances. For example, when the
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St. Louis Zoo's population of 19 American TABLE 5. Summaries of regression anal}'ses of the im-
Flamingos was almost doubled by the arrival pact of t~e presence of additional feeding flamlng~s onf 14 dd '.

al A . Fl .the feedIng behavIor of focal AmerIcan and ChIlean

0 a Inon mencan amlngos. a flamingos allhe Riverbankt Zoo.

previously established, and relatively lin-
ear. dominance hierarchy was substantially Impact 01 additional'd '

d d th tw t b dinate FO<2i species Amencan ChileanIsrupte , an e 0 mos su or bebaYtor Aamlngos Aamlngos
birds in the new hierarchy died within 6 mo Am. A
(Bildstein et ai.. unpublished data). In addi- fi~~~b ammgo NS2 NS. b . f ..'I: . ultural' ~g Outs/mmnon to emg 0 ImmeUlate aVlC mter- Secifeeding bout NS NS
est, dominance studies such as these are also Sec feeding/min NS NS
useful in detennining the potential for com- Chilean flamingo
petitive interactions among free-rangin~ Feeding bouts/min NS +
birds. The extent to which aggression affects Secifeed bout --
habitat choice in flamingos is unknown; Sec feeding/min -NS
however, aggression is known tQ affect dis- lOne to 4 additional birds.
tributions within and among many species 2 Relationship at P < 0.05 using a general linear
of birds (Cody, 1974). Although the ranges ~s~ion model: NS = n? sign.ificant r~lationship; -
of American and Chilean flamingos do not :=.Slgmfi~t n~uve relatIonshIp; + = sIgnIficant pos-

f . An d Pun IUve relauonshlp.overlap, those 0 Chilean, dean, an a
flamingos do overlap; as do those of Greater
and Lesser (P. minor) flamingos (Allen, that were feeding from freshwater trays,
1956). The literature suggests that smaller Also, since the size of our captive flocks
species of flamingos defer to larger species differed considerably among the four exper-
(Kear and Palmes, 1980; Hurlbert and Keith, iments involving captive birds, we com-
1979). pared values from each experiment sepa-

The long-tenn consequences of behav- rately with those collected for free-ranging
ioral interactions in free-ranging popula- birds.

tions of anonymous individuals are often The numbers of feeding bouts per min,
difficult to assess. Our observations of indi- as well as the total amount of time flamingos
vidually recognizable, color-banded zoo fla- spent feeding per min, tended to be signif-
mingos suggest that studies of captive flocks icantly greater in free-ranging birds than in
may prove quite useful in this regard. captive individuals (Table 6). We believe

that these dliferences reflect the fact that
AsSESSING THE V ALIDIlY OF USING. food is considerably scarcer in the wild than

CAPnVE Zoo F1.AMINGOS TO MODEL THE in zoos, where flamingos are maintained on
BEHAVIOR OF FREE-RANGING BIRDS superabundant, ad libitum diets. On the

A major concern associated with the use other hand, the mean duration ofindividual
of captive birds is that their behavior may feeding bouts for free-ranging birds fell
not accurately reflect the behavior of free- within the range of values recorded for cap-
ranging birds. To assess the validity of using tive individuals, suggesting that in captiv-
captive flamingos as models for the feeding ity, this pattern, at least, is representative

.behaVior of free-ranging birds, we com- of what occurs in the wild (Table 6).
pared feeding behavior recorded for Amer- The longest feeding bouts in captive flocks
ican Flamingos at the St. Louis and Riv- were recorded during our first experiment
erbanks zoos with that of American in St. Louis, when there were only 6 fla-
Flamingos we had observed feeding in the mingos in the flock, while the shortest feed-
wild in coastal Venezuela. Since the birds ing bouts we recorded were at Riverbanks,
we observed in Venezuela were feeding in where the flock consisted of 18 American
brackish-water that was well below the and 35 Chilean flamingos. Intennediate val-
salinity of full-strength seawater, for the ues were recorded during Experiments 2 and
purposes of these comparisons, we limited 3 at St. Louis when flocks consisted of 6 and
our analysis of captive individuals to those 29 birds, respectively. Given the observedI
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TABLE 6. A comparison of the feeding behavior of captive American Flamingos al the St. Louis and Ri~'erbanks
=oos feeding from freshwater trays with that of free-ranging birds in coastal Venezuela.

==:=~=== Fcec11n~ boutslmln S«II"eed bout~--- Scc leedlngtmln=
Feeding Situation (Man ~ SE) (Mean ~ SE) (Me;1n ~ SE)

St Louis Zoo ,...~ -~-. \"'COlII = ~t;I-

E.~periment # I 4.1 :t 0.3* 8.3 :t 0.7* 38 ::: 3.4
Experiment #2 4.5 :t 0.5* 5.4 :t 1.0 27 :t 4.8*
Experiment #3 7.7 :t 0.4* 5.1 ::: 0.5 32 ::: 1.6*

Riverbanks Zoo 6.9 :t 0.3* 3.9 :t 0.3* 25 := 0.9*

~~~~~~~;-W;:=~. r__- t'_-- ~~-'~~.~"" A __S.3:t 0.4 42 = 0.8 -* Significantly different from free-ranging birds at P < 0.05 using a Tukey.s Studentized Range Test in

conjunction with a four-way analysis of variance.

intra- and interspecies differences in feed- lations do not already exist, it may be pos-
ing-bout length reponed in the previous sec- sible to negotiate Viith zoos to acquire them. .
tion, these results suggest that aggressive
behavior may be responsible for the recorded ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
differences in feeding-bout duration. In addition to the authors, numerous
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Studies of carotenoid recycling through preening in American Flamingos

I

Project narrative: Flamingos are large, long-lived, filter-feeding wading birds with historic I
distribution on all continents except Australia and Antarctica (Allen 1956). More than half of all
zoos maintain at least one species of flamingo in their display collections (Duplaix-Hall and Kear
1975). For captive populations, research has focused on improving health, welfare, and nutrition
of wild-caught flamingos, and on increasing their reproductive output (Bildstein et al. 1993). i
Early successes in increasing reproductive output focused on improving the feather color of
captive birds, first by feeding the birds vegetables (e.g., carrots) rich in carotenoid, and eventually,
by supplementing their diets with synthetic carotenoid (Duplaix-Hall and Kear 1975). More
recently, attempts to enhance breeding success have focused on increasing flock size (Stevens
1991 ).

Flamingos feed their nestlings a diet of esophageal milk (sloughed eepithelial cells from
their esophagus, in much the same way pigeons feed young nestlings crop milk. They probably do
so to reduce salt toxicity to their young, since their young lack developed filter-feeding
mechanisms needed to reduce salt toxicity early in development (cf. Bildstein 1993). In addition
to being osmotically benign, esophageal milk is especially rich in carotenoid (Duplaix-Hall and
Kear 1975). Although the ultimate origins of these carotenoid are dietary, the manner in which
adults secure sufficient amounts of these pigments while raising young is unstudied. What is
known, is that adults often loss feather color while doing so, while none breeding individuals do
not (cf. (Duplaix-Hall and Kear 1975).

We propose to investigate the possibility that parental flamingos recycle carotenoid they
have deposited in their feathers for the purpose of courtship and mating, by selectively preening
their feathers--and reinfecting carotenoid-- after their young hatch. We will do so by
microscopically examining feather to determine where in the shaft carotenoids pigments are
deposited, and whether these portions of the shaft are selectively preened and reinjested by
parental birds.

Schedule of completion: We anticipate beginning our microscopic analyses offlamingo feather
structure at Muhlenberg College in September 1997 and completing those studies in December
1997. Upon completion of these studies we plan to present our initial findings at the 1998
meeting of the American Ornithologists' Union in St. Louis in April.

Budget: We are requesting no funding on the part of the St. Louis Zoo, other than costs
associated with mailing feathers to us.

Curriculum vitae: Attached.I


